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Mobilizing Karbala: Sonic Remediations in Berlin Ashura Processions 
Peter McMurray 
 
Abstract: 
 
As part of their commemorations of the Battle of Karbala and martyrdom of Husayn b. ‘Alī, 
many Muslims, especially Shi‘a, participate in collective lamentation culminating on the day 
of Ashura, often including forms of procession in which sound plays a crucial role. In migrant 
communities in Berlin, Germany, such Ashura processions use sound and embodied 
performance not only to commemorate Husayn but also to transform or remediate urban 
space, creating new possibilities for community and communication, despite a variety of 
social and material constraints. This essay considers the role of sound in two such 
processions, one indoor and one outdoor, suggesting that these rituals play a key role in 
articulating a form of Islam unique to Berlin that also uses sound to shape Berlin as an urban 
space. Furthermore, these sonic and spatial remediations forge a crucial connection 
between Muslim Berlin and Karbala. 
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Despite their apparent precision, calendars are full of slippage.1 In October 2016, I 

managed to experience Ashura repeatedly across multiple days in Istanbul and Berlin due to 

discrepancies in how different congregations—Twelver Shi‘a, Sufi orders, and Alevis—

decided when to commemorate the martyrdom of Husayn b. ‘Alī at Karbala. This arose both 

because of disagreements over the precise lunar cycle and also over whether Ashura 

(‘āshūrā’) should be observed on the 10th day of the Islamic month Muharram, as the 

Arabic word (literally meaning “tenth”) suggests, or the 12th of Muharram in honor of the 

Twelve Imams revered by all these groups. Each congregation employed its own particular 

commemorative techniques, including processions through the city with intensive (and 

usually amplified) lamenting, indoor gatherings with (often highly emotional) recitations, 

and the preparation and sharing of special foods. And similarly, different sensory and spatial 

experiences resulted from the particular venues used. The gatherings in Istanbul were held 

at a large concert hall in Halkalı, Istanbul, with a public plaza (“Ashura square”) and 
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surrounding streets cordoned off for processions and related gatherings, and in a 

temporary, pre-fabricated building next to the tomb of the 16th-century Turkish Sufi, Sümbül 

Efendi, that was under renovation. In Berlin, both the Twelver Shi‘a and Alevi gatherings 

took place in religious spaces that had previously served other functions or even other 

denominations: the Alevi cemevi in Berlin was previously a Protestant church. 

While these commemorative events differ in their particulars, I focus here on how 

they transform existing urban spaces to meet their needs and how sound plays a central 

role in doing so. I consider these transformations sonic remediations: actions that use sound 

and other sensory activities to repurpose existing urban infrastructure (e.g., buildings, 

streets, civic protocols, police blockades) as an articulation of new possibilities for informal 

placemaking, sensory reconfigurations of the city according to local desires, and an 

expanded understanding of citizenship—of who “belongs” and is entitled to access urban 

space. These events literally—that is, vocally through chants and laments—call into 

question histories of belonging within the umma (or global Muslim community) and map 

those onto more recent histories of migration, displacement, and social (in)justice. I take the 

term remediation most directly from media studies, where it has commonly been 

understood as the process by which one medium engages with, borrows from, or otherwise 

appropriates another medium, ideas which have been reapplied to architecture and urban 

planning to show more generally how materiality can be similarly repurposed.2 At the same 

time, remediation has a second relevant meaning in the context of urban planning and 

environmental protection, where the term stems from a notion of remedy, suggesting ways 

of improving and cleaning up sites of industrial waste (among other possibilities). In invoking 

sonic remediation here, I suggest a process of transformation that is neither wholly 

technical nor environmental, but one in which participants (i.e., Shi‘a Muslims in Berlin) 
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envision new cultural ecologies within urban space and its infrastructures and bring those 

about through sound, physical procession through space, and other forms of embodied 

performance.  

Implicit in these same moments of remediation and possible transformation, 

however, is a sense of limitation, or what ethnomusicologists Noriko Manabe (2015) and 

Benjamin Tausig (2019) have each (independently) called “constraint(s)” in the context of 

their impressive studies on sound and protest in Japan after the 2011 earthquake/tsunami 

and Fukushima power plant disaster (Manabe) and in the 2010-11 Red Shirt Protests in 

Thailand (Tausig). For these authors (especially Tausig), constraint refers both to the ways 

sound functions in space—especially urban, public space—as it encounters other sounds 

and physical barriers that impede it, but also the ways local power structures, economic 

realities, and social norms so often limit human activity and mobility more generally. As 

such, practices of sonic and spatial remediation might be understood as responses to such 

social and sensory constraint. 

In this essay I focus on two Ashura processions in Berlin with intense sonic 

components, both hosted by the city’s first Shi‘i mosque, İmam Cafer Sadık mosque in the 

district of Wedding, founded in 1978. The first is a children’s procession organized by the 

mosque’s Azeri-Turkish community, commemorating the death of ‘Alī Asghar (“Ali the 

Younger,” or ‘Abdullāh al-Raḍī‘), the son of Husayn and Rubāb bint Imrā’ al-Qays. ‘Alī Asghar 

was killed at Karbala while less than a year old. During the first ten days of Muharram, the 

congregation gathers each evening for matem meclisi, a gathering (Arabic, majlīs, literally 

“sitting together”) for matem, or ritualized mourning that centers on rhythmically striking 

the breast with the hand. On the first Friday of Muharram (which can fall anywhere within 

the first seven days of the month), known in recent years as International ‘Alī Asghar Day, 
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the congregation holds a children’s procession as part of their matem gathering. These 

children traverse a modest route through the mosque space itself, carrying a small cradle 

and a doll accompanied by the emotive recitation of mersiye laments and sinezen breast-

beating. The resulting experience is one of intense sonic focus that generally orients inward, 

both spatially and emotionally, with a sense of sonic constraint that is both architectural 

and communal.  

The second procession is a public march organized by a group of South Asian Shi‘a 

who for years have used the mosque for special occasions, including their own Ashura 

majlis. Like the Azeri-Turkish congregation, they gather nightly for the first 10 days of 

Muharram, but the culminating event on the day of Ashura is a majlis inside the mosque 

that then moves outdoors to process two kilometers through the surrounding 

neighborhood. In 2016, they were joined by two other Shi‘i congregations, one from a 

Lebanese mosque in Berlin, the other newly-arrived refugees from Parachinar, Pakistan. 

Here, the sonic and sensory remediations of the city are more obvious, as the group makes 

use of physical infrastructure like roads, bridges, and sidewalks, as well as the support (and 

regulation) of local police, who keep key intersections clear for the procession. The event re-

enacts the kinds of public activities that many participants would have taken part in 

elsewhere (e.g., in India or Pakistan), but also makes clear efforts to explain the event to 

neighbors and passers-by.  

Taken together, these two processions highlight a variety of sonic and spatial 

practices that simultaneously commemorate past trauma and reflect on their current 

surroundings and lives, remediating the city around them as an act of mourning and 

devotion. In turn, that remediation generates new modes of Muslim commemoration for 

the martyrs of Karbala. In other words, observing these processions in a place like Berlin—
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where precedents for how Muslims might enact pious practices date back a few years or 

decades (at most), rather than centuries—allows new insight into how Muslim life sounds 

and resounds and how postmigrant spaces in Berlin (and other European cities) contribute 

to the sensory life of the city. Furthermore, a key premise of such Shi‘a gatherings is a re-

enacted, sensory remembering of Ashura—a kind of remediation, as it were—that uses 

sound and bodily practices to fuse renovated mosque spaces and urban streets in Berlin 

with the sacred space of Karbala, following the motto, “Every day is Ashura, every land is 

Karbala.” 

 

Procession as Sonic Process and Urban Passage 

Processions and their sensory components have long figured prominently in 

anthropology and ethnomusicology, but in recent years, a new and slightly more expansive 

discourse has emerged around sound more generally (rather than just music) in processions, 

protests, and other forms of demonstrations. Recent books by Manabe (2015) and Tausig 

(2019), mentioned above, along with a recent “Women’s March Colloquy” in Music and 

Politics (2019), offer a cluster of incisive analyses on the interactions of sound, processions 

(including but not limited to protest), and space, whether physical and/or virtual. For my 

purposes, the most salient notion is, again, that of constraint. In his book, Tausig frames his 

argument about the “contours of constraint” in sound and political movements by 

questioning the common assumption that sound has maximal mobility:  

I will argue that the constrained mobility of movements—the uncertainties borne 

when attempting to move—is not only analogous to the constrained mobility of 

sound, but closely connected to it. […] Sound does of course move and act, but the 

world is crowded. At Red Shirt protests, any given sound contended with many 
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others in a network of sonic niches, which were constrained by their interrelations 

with other present sounds. Much can be gleaned from considering how sound’s 

mobility is limited in settings like this. It has been suggested that sound became a 

major topic of academic, artistic, and scientific interest because it is “paradigmatic” 

in an age of mobility, flows, and malleable subjectivity. Instead, in this book I argue 

that sound may be an equally useful figure for explaining limited political mobility. 

Sound might in fact be enlisted to help us understand how agency caroms and 

fractures, how political actors often find themselves bouncing off walls rather than 

passing frictionlessly through them. (Tausig 2019, 4-6) 

Tausig emphasizes how sound and people succeed or fail in passing through space due to 

constraints, ranging from physical barriers to ideological ones. In conducting ethnography 

about  the lives of second- and third-generation migrants from Turkey to Germany, I find 

constraint to be ubiquitous, whether economic, political, educational, linguistic, and 

sensory, including the sonic. Given that ubiquity, the question is not whether constraint 

exists, but how these transnational communities respond and adapt. One recurring 

response has been to remediate—to reshape, rebuild, repurpose, redesign—those 

constraints, to the degree they permit. Much of my focus in this essay lies in how Berliner 

Shi‘a respond to those constraints through remediations of sound and motion. 

While Manabe generally theorizes a more flowing world, she conceptualizes space 

(drawing on Henri Lefebvre), as something “controlled by structures of power and 

reimagined by users,” including musicians, especially (2015, 18). For her, that reimagination 

has an important temporal dimension as protesters grapple with trauma and memory in 

addressing the legacies of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster in Japan. That grappling 

with the past leads to elaborate, carefully refined practices of moving through public spaces, 
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as protesters (re)perform the city sonically through their processions (250-262). Manabe 

writes:  

[C]ommercial or societal pressures often restrict musicians in what they can express. 

This book has analyzed the constraints that they work under—the structure of the 

media industry and the hegemonic properties of their performance spaces—and 

considered the ways in which musicians address political issues in those spaces, 

sometimes reconstructing them in the process. (Manabe 2015, 352, italics added)  

Similarly, the Ashura gatherings I discuss share a similar aesthetic of direct engagement with 

urban geography and landscape in the form of bridges, balconies, storefronts, and street 

crosswalks, an engagement that transforms (i.e., reconstructs or remediates) physical space. 

Manabe’s work also highlights how the intertwining of trauma, mourning, and sonic 

response can generate a powerful, collective ability to reshape urban space. So too in Berlin 

Ashura processions: although not protests per se, congregations mobilize the collective 

trauma of Karbala through sound as they process through their mosque and the city at 

large. 

Drawing on my own ethnographic experience, I also consider processions as sensory 

movements that intertwine sonic process and urban passage. In emphasizing sonic process, I 

highlight the durational qualities of procession. However brief it may last, movement 

through space entails time, highlighting what Georgina Born has called the “mutual 

modulation” of encountering space and time sonically (2013, 8). In theorizing urban 

passage, I join the recent turn toward conceptualizing all space as multiple and in-flux rather 

than singular and fixed (e.g., Massey 2005). To think counterfactually: how different would 

it be for a Shi‘a congregation to stand on a single street corner for an hour lamenting 
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Karbala, rather than processing around the block? Or to hold such processions in Kars, 

Turkey, or Karachi, Pakistan?  

While theorists like de Certeau (1984) may be useful here, I draw especially from a 

Berlin-specific history of considering urban spaces as sensory and media entanglements: 

from first-generation Berlin-flâneurs like Franz Hessel and Walter Benjamin in the Weimar 

Era to more recent writing by Berlin-based media scholars like Friedrich Kittler (1996), who 

imagined the city itself as a medium and thus an object ripe for remediation, as I argue here, 

and Brandon LaBelle (2010, 123), whose theorizing of “sidewalk acoustics”—or sidewalks as 

sites for sonic contestation and as sensory thresholds—resonates strongly with my 

explorations of both indoor and outdoor Muslim practices and the ways they respond to 

(and often challenge) such divisions.3 These Berlin urban/media theories share a few key 

notions: first, cities comprise multiple strata of infrastructures that can function like media 

(e.g., the grid system of roadways) or may be understood simply as technical media (e.g., 

traffic lights as a visual signaling system). But they also emphasize a certain performativity in 

(and on) the city, with walking featuring prominently in many of these discussions, 

especially when coupled with looking, listening, and making sound, as a kind of cultural (and 

rhythmic) technique that responds to, challenges, and skirts around the built environments 

of urban space. For my part, I seek here to turn these theories back onto Berlin—to 

interrogate the city not just as the circumstantial backdrop where many of these theories 

were formulated, but as an inhabited space that helped shape those theories. And central 

to that history are the lives and practices of Muslim migrants and their families who have 

inhabited Berlin for several generations now. 

As such, I draw on a history of theorizing (and more substantively, living) Islam 

through sound and space, as documented in Michael Frishkopf and Federico Spinetti’s 
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recent volume, Music, Sound, and Architecture in Islam (2018), itself inspired by Nina Ergin’s 

groundbreaking work (2008) on sound in Ottoman religious architecture. While most of 

these essays focus either on either interiors or exteriors, they add an important dimension 

beyond what might be considered a genre of “Islamic soundscape” scholarship (e.g., 

Hirschkind 2006; Eisenberg 2013) by considering how sonic space is deeply affective and 

dynamic, responsive to both short-term changes (e.g., a ritual taking place, a group of 

people chanting as they pass) and long-term shifts in politics and architecture. Drawing 

together these two strands of scholarship (Berlin media theory and recent Islamic studies), I 

consider how the mosque as a kind of audiovisual, devotional medium is performed through 

ritual processions like matem gatherings, and how that performance might destabilize some 

of our assumptions about key distinctions like inside/outside, public/private, sonic/visual, 

and spatial/temporal. In other words, these rituals and their sonic geographies present an 

opportunity to think about sensory, cultural and political possibilities and constraints among 

Berliner Shi‘a. Finally, to conclude, I reflect briefly on how these sonic practices unfold in 

Kars in northeastern Turkey, the region many of the migrants I discuss here consider their 

families’ homeland, offering a different set of sonic constraints and possibilities. 

 

Example 1: ‘Alī Asghar and Procession as Transmission 

I spent most of early Muharram in October 2016 with the congregation at İmam 

Cafer Sadık mosque, itself a prime example of remediation. The congregation was founded 

in 1978 by Sheikh Sefer Coşkun and met in a rented storefront for several years before 

purchasing the building where they currently meet in Koloniestrasse in Berlin-Wedding (see 

Figure 1). As members of the congregation have frequently told me, with a deserved sense 

of pride, the new building required major renovation, which the congregation itself planned, 
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under the guidance of a civil engineer in the community, and carried out in the early 1990s. 

Everyone in the congregation, including Sheikh Sefer, joined together on weekends to 

renovate the building—and thus quite literally reshape urban space. 

 

Figure 1. Berlin Shi‘a in front of Imam Cafer Sadık mosque in the district of Wedding before Ashura 

procession, October 2016 

 

I first attended Ashura gatherings there in 2013 and had found the imam, Sheikh 

Kerim, to be a thoughtful theologian and generous conversationalist (not to mention a 

prolific writer), so I looked forward eagerly to returning. As I was making my plans, he 

informed me that they had invited a special guest, Seyyid Taleh Boradigahi, a renowned 

meddah, historically meaning a “storyteller” in Ottoman contexts, but in Turkish-speaking 

Shi‘i contexts, a skilled reciter of the events of Karbala and the associated poetic forms. In 

other years I have attended Muharram events at this mosque, the matem gathering began 

immediately after evening prayers and included several elements, including a sermon, and 

as mentioned above, mersiye, a melodic and highly emotional recitation of the events at 
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Karbala (usually performed by Sheikh Kerim), which brought much of the congregation to 

tears every night. The more participatory sinezen (breast-beating) then followed, which was 

also accompanied by a reciter performing poetry, usually with a clear, repetitive melody and 

rhythm, allowing the congregation to beat their chests in time. In 2016, however, Sheikh 

Kerim gave his sermon each night, then turned the time over to Seyyid Taleh for the 

remainder of the program.  

Independent of the specific reciters involved, one of the most striking spatial 

practices during the month of Muharram at Imam Cafer Sadık mosque has been the 

remediation of the mosque’s architecture—slight alterations or reconfigurations made, as is 

so often the case in diasporic contexts, within the spatial and sensory constraints of a 

mosque housed in a building designed for other purposes. At other times of the year, the 

main congregation shifts from the prayer room upstairs, which functions as the musalla 

(literally, place for salah prayers), to a slightly larger room on the ground floor, allowing the 

South Asian congregation to use the upstairs space. (Both share the cafe area just off the 

main entrance as an important site for drinks and food afterward.) In addition, the walls of 

the large prayer room are covered almost entirely with black, dominated by large black 

banners brought back from pilgrimage to Karbala, Iraq, with short invocations of Husayn 

and the martyrs of Karbala in gold lettering (e.g., Yā Abā ‘Abdillāh, “Oh father of the 

servants of God,” a nickname for Husayn). These banners change not only the color of the 

room but its entire tenor, shrouding it in the colors, textures, and ritual language of 

mourning, while also dampening sound reflections from the walls. 

Amplification also sonically remediates the space to adapt to the ritual needs of the 

matem gatherings while accommodating large crowds (it’s always packed on these 

evenings). This sonic reconfiguration helps facilitate two distinct rituals that constitute these 
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Muharram gatherings: evening congregational prayers and matem itself, each with its own 

spatial and sonic requirements. For congregational prayers, the congregation gathers for 

evening prayers, and so orient themselves all toward the qibla (i.e., the direction toward 

Mecca), pointing southeast, roughly toward the room’s main entrance, with the imam in 

front, men in rows right behind him, and then women further back. The imam wears a 

portable microphone headset, allowing him to maintain amplification throughout the cycles 

of prostrations, with one loudspeaker placed near him and another back near the women.  

After prayers, the matem rituals begin and the imam (as well as others leading the 

evening’s recitations, such as Seyyid Taleh, or the congregation’s own reciter for matem 

gatherings) shift to a podium in the center of the room right at the point that divides men 

and women. In the years I have attended, the only physical barrier between the groups has 

been a set of benches that occasionally also doubles as seating for older members of the 

congregation when the everyone rises to their feet for sinezen rituals. A podium with a 

Shure vocal microphone (and a small mixer beneath it) is placed near the wall at the point 

where the men’s and women’s sections meet, meaning that the speaker (Sheikh Kerim, 

Seyyid Taleh, or the member of the congregation designated as the destebaşı or sinezenci, 

who in other years organized and led the recitations) is readily visible and audible for the 

whole congregation. Although these speakers tend to face the men in the congregation 

directly, the arrangement is suggestive of a kind of sensory egalitarianism in marked 

contrast to other mosques in Berlin, which either use heavy curtains to separate men and 

women from each other (as in the other Azeri-Turkish mosque, located in the Neukölln 

district) or have a separate room for women, using audio/video feeds (in both cases) to 

transmit the rituals. Men and women can thus see one another openly, but there are more 

significant consequences for sound and procession: the imam or reciter can address either 
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part of the congregation directly, and people (especially children) can move from one side 

of the room to the other, a crucial ability during the procession in question here. Or to draw 

on the language of Tausig and of Manabe, certain constraints have been removed to allow 

sonic and physical circulation. 

In his 2016 sermons, Sheikh Kerim repeatedly emphasized the importance of 

women’s and children’s participations in these gatherings. On the first night of Muharram 

(October 3), he emphasized two key points: that weeping was a kind of sacred ritual in itself 

(a notion I explore in greater detail in my forthcoming book), and crucially, that women and 

children not only are allowed to join in matem, but that they have an obligation to do so. He 

highlighted how pleased he was to see everyone, including children, dressed in black, a form 

of preparation he ascribed (probably correctly, according to informal conversations I had 

with members of the congregation) primarily to women: “I looked at these children, and 

their mother dressed them all in black—what we call ‘Husayn black.’” He suggested that the 

love of Husayn could be best instilled into the flesh and bones of new generations by 

nursing mothers allowing tears to “mix with their milk” and by doing the same while cooking 

food, then by ensuring that they come and “let those tears drip down onto [their] child’s 

face” (sermon, 3 October 2016).  

Ironically enough, throughout the course of this sermon, children were running 

around the mosque, climbing over adults, and sitting in the back playing video games on 

phones. (A couple evenings later, I found a whole group of young boys giggling in the 

mosque entryway as they tried the so-called Water Bottle Challenge—trying to flip a plastic 

bottle of water that is partly filled so it lands on the ground standing upright—while the 

matem meclisi took place on the other side of the door.) But somehow that seemed to be 

the point: the sonic (and visual) disruption children make is part of the communal process of 
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transmission, a process that is centered on the mosque but heavily dependent on practices 

at home, and one that could not only withstand those disruptions but embrace them. In 

both spaces (home and mosque), the power of recited poetry coupled with tears—mixed 

with food and mothers’ milk, when at home!—creates an intensely multisensory 

environment that is unique to Muharram and, more to the point, facilitates the transmission 

of those rituals and values from one generation to the next. In other words, local homes 

might be thought of as a broader network of remediation, transformed from mundane sites 

of sleeping and eating into sacred sites where the Karbala story is transmitted. 

On the night commemorating ‘Alī Asghar, Sheikh Kerim gave a sermon about Husayn 

as a source of light, followed by Seyyid Taleh, whose recitations—as on other nights, with 

the lights turned off except a single, bright light on the podium—focused on the sufferings 

of the ill-fated infant, ‘Alī Asghar, setting the stage for the children’s procession. The 

procession itself was brief but galvanized the entire evening. A small group of mothers 

organized the children in the mosque’s cafe, which has a door opening out to a small inner 

courtyard. The children have a small replica of a cradle which they bring out annually during 

Muharram. This evening, a group of 10-15 older children carried it through the courtyard 

and left it at the far door opening into the women’s section. They then assembled in a line 

inside the mosque while the mersiye lamentation intensified and the congregation rose to 

its feet for the first sinezen, led by the congregation’s usual destebaşı (the person tasked 

with leading and organizing the sinezen recitations). The children, dressed all in black, apart 

from headbands with names emblazoned on them (e.g., Ya Hüseyin, “Oh Husayn!”), waited 

patiently at the back, then processed halfway through the congregation, led by an older girl, 

holding a small doll, swaddled in a white blanket with a green handkerchief over its face.  As 

the congregation joined augmented the recitation of the sinezen, “Vay vay, Ali Esğerim” 
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(Woe, woe, my ‘Alī Asghar), the children passed alongside the women’s section before 

pausing at the benches that divide the room. 

As the adult congregation (including teenagers) continued with their sinezen in 

micro-arrangements of small rows and clusters/circles (to the keening sinezen, “Lay lay Ali 

Esğerim,” the children snaked their way toward the podium, with the ‘Alī Asghar doll held 

high up in the air so as to be visible—and almost floating through space—amid the 

congregation of taller adults. They then gathered at the microphone and two of the young 

boys were given a brief opportunity to lead the crowd in sinezen. The first, reading from a 

small notebook, engaged in a less-melodic, call/response-form of sinezen, with the 

congregation responding (and still beating their chests) with the lamenting interjection, 

“Husayn, vay!,” as the boy chanted a rhythmic litany: “Husayn, vay! […] Who was not buried 

/ Who died estranged / Who died a martyr/ Who died alone / Who died oppressed / Who 

died thirsty” and so on. As the lead girl held the doll/corpse while standing beside him, a 

second boy took the microphone and performed a simpler but still interactive recitation. He 

exchanged the vocative “Ya  Husayn!” three times with the audience before calling out, 

“Selavat,” a frequent Shi‘i exhortation, to which the congregation duly responded, “May 

God bless Muhammad and the family of Muhammad,” a designation that emphatically 

includes ‘Alī Asghar and the martyrs at Karbala. The children then turned the microphone 

back to Seyyid Taleh, but visibly reveled in standing at his side for the remainder of the 

matem, taking turns holding the ‘Alī Asghar doll in the air (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Seyyid Taleh recites while a young girl holds the doll representing ‘Alī Asghar. Imam Cafer 

Sadık mosque, October 2016 

 

Much could be said here about processions, space, and ritual contexts more 

generally, but I want to draw attention to the notion of process at work here, not so much 

because of its linguistic similarity to procession but for its conceptual relevance. Processions 

are spatial actions, but they are also temporal. And that temporality spans not only, say, 15 

minutes during the course of an evening matem, but also across generations. The death of 

‘Alī Asghar is so devastating because it signals the difficulty of transmission of devotion and 

religious history—much as Husayn’s sister, Zaynab, becomes a kind of hero for ensuring the 

safety of his son, Imam ‘Alī Zayn al-‘Ābidīn, and equally importantly, the transmission of the 

narrative of Karbala. The night after the procession, I joined the children and Imam Kerim’s 

wife in the mosque cafe, where they circled around a billiard table to practice their 

recitations as a group, calling back and forth, “Ya Husayn!” Sound is a crucial medium for 

that kind of embodied training and disciplining of the body. The children practiced walking 
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as a group, carrying banners, and beating their chests. These sessions offered an 

opportunity to pass on to a new generation their traditions in sound and bodily movements 

in practice, going beyond just the hoped-for efficacy of, say, tears mixed into a meal, or of 

having children simply watching these ceremonies.  

Crucially, the mosque offers a kind of “safe space” for this sensory pedagogy, but 

also a space that itself may require (and allow) further remediations. The presumed 

“constraint” of being displaced from the more desirable real estate of the city means a 

slightly larger space that can simultaneously accommodate two congregations, and in the 

case of the Imam Cafer Sadık congregation, that includes women and children. While not 

technically a Hinterhof (rear courtyard) mosque, it offers a similar sense of seclusion by 

virtue of its location (it is surrounded by automobile scrapyards) and its own internal 

courtyard. But even with these affordances, when the children’s group needed a space to 

practice during the evening gatherings—with one congregation in the main hall downstairs 

and the other upstairs—they easily transformed the cafe area from a site of recreation and 

relaxation into a sacred sonic space for rehearsing their micro-processions, a kind of 

remediation within the larger remediations of the mosque.  

 

Example 2: This Is a Funeral March, Not a Protest; or Processions as Street Musicology 

While Seyyid Taleh led the Azeri-Turkish congregation and children processed in the 

large prayer room downstairs, a separate Urdu-speaking community, the Anjuman-e-Jafaria 

(i.e., the Jafari Society), also gathered upstairs during these Muharram nights. The group 

had historically been too small and too dispersed through the city to warrant creating their 

own formal congregation, but since the late 1960s, their founder, Syed Ali Haider, who 

moved to Berlin from India to study engineering, had been organizing informal, home-based 
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majlis gatherings during Muharram. Apart from some modest differences in each group’s 

respective ceremonies, the South Asian group was generally more ambitious in their plans: 

while the host congregation generally had tea and fruit in the mosque cafe (also downstairs) 

after their gatherings, the Urdu-speaking guests had a catered meal each night. They started 

slightly later to avoid interfering too much with each other, creating a kind of audible 

rhythm or even counterpoint within the space, as each group staggered their entrances into 

and exits from the mosque. In addition, and of particular interest here, since 2005, 

Anjuman-e-Jafaria had been organizing a public procession on the day of Ashura itself,4 

which the two groups calculated differently by a day in 2016. The procession route looped 

through the mosque’s neighborhood, the Soldiner Kiez, traveling just over two kilometers 

total over the course of about 90 minutes (see Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Route of 2016 Ashura procession through Soldiner Kiez, Wedding, including key locations for 

extended recitation and lament  
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Before heading out from the mosque, the guest ‘ālim (scholar/teacher) recounted 

with his usual intensity the final details of the events at Karbala and its aftermath, which 

brought most of the group to tears and set a somber tone for the procession to follow. The 

group slowly filed out of the mosque, had some light food (set out on the sidewalk in front 

of the mosque), and gathered together banners and signs commemorating Husayn and his 

family. Another group of Lebanese Shi‘a joined the group, and the main South Asian group 

also split into two: the main Anjuman-e-Jafaria group, which had organized the procession 

for years, and a group of Pashtun-speaking refugees from Parachinar, Pakistan, who had 

arrived in Germany over the course of the previous year. As the procession began, each 

group created its own cluster of participants, led by the Anjuman-e-Jafaria group, and 

started to move slowly, reciting laments and the repeated phrase “Ya Husayn.” What 

unfolded was a compelling example of Brandon LaBelle’s idea of “sidewalk acoustics.”  

As might be expected, a procession like this left quite an impression on many people 

on the streets. People on the street stopped and watched, and since most of the area 

consists of residential buildings over street-level shops, many neighbors also came out to 

their balconies.5 The organizers of the procession had similar expectations, and to help 

ensure that local residents understand what was happening, they prepared a bright orange 

handbill in German, which the event stewards (Ordner) distributed along the route. 

Although the handbill’s text eventually gives historical context, it opens with an extended 

meditation on the role of sound in the procession itself: 

The Ashura Procession: Enjoining Good and Forbidding Wrong 

 

What you see passing before you here in Berlin is not a demonstration 

[Demonstration, also “protest”]. This is a traditional funeral march [Trauermarsch, also 
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a “funeral procession”], which is performed every year by Shi‘ites. The song you hear 

is not a song [Gesang] but rather laments [Klagelieder], which tell of the great 

mourning and pain [Trauer und Schmerz] that were inflicted on the family of the 

Prophet Muhammad (s.a.s.).  

 

The breast-beating is not music, but rather an expression of our deep mourning. With 

this funeral march, we want to arouse the world to recall [ins Gedächtnis rufen, call to 

memory] who is in the right and who is in the wrong, and what kinds of pain and 

martyrdom have defended and maintained this religion, Shi‘a Islam. 

 

The emblem in the shape of a right hand that we carry in this funeral march is the 

emblem of the house of the Prophet Muhammad. 

 

It is the 10th of Muharram, the 10th day of the first calendar month of the Islamic year. 

It is a month of mourning in which Islam (God’s path of peace) came to a new 

awakening and was able to be safeguarded from the corrupt plans of the depraved 

Umayyad regime, which dragged Islam to the edge of the abyss.6  

 

Only at this point does the handbill then recount the martyrdom of Husayn and his 

companions at Karbala, noting that “they themselves chose resistance and martyrdom in 

order to offer a memento [Mahnzeichen] for the disenfranchised and marginalized, that it is 

always better to die for justice than be forced to live one’s life in injustice and oppression.” 

It concludes then, “Today’s event…is a prayer [Andacht] for the triumph of reason over folly, 
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of justice over tyranny, and of the blood of those who died over their killers, and it is a vow 

of solidarity with all the oppressed in God’s earth.”  

The social and historiographical language used here warrants its own analysis but I 

would draw attention to three key emphases of this document: music/sound, locality, and 

memory. First, music/sound: the group is clearly concerned with definitional issues about 

what precisely is taking place, to the point that we might read this document as a piece of 

musicology. It is not a protest or demonstration but a Trauermarsch, the same term used for 

(among other things) the compositional genre of art music. Wagner, Mahler, and Chopin 

(when translated) composed such funeral marches. Translating it as a “funeral march” 

rather than a “funeral procession” (which also seems plausible) also underscores the sense 

of carefully crafted sonic ritual, including both recited poetry and the intense rhythmic 

performance of breast-beating.  

At the same time, of course, these rituals are emphatically understood to be 

something other than “music”: lamentations, not songs; breast-beating and expressions of 

mourning, not music. The recited laments in question are nauḥa, a special genre of vocal 

mourning associated closely with Muharram and Karbala. The rhythmic breast-beating is 

sine-zani (Persian; in Turkish, sinezen, also used in Turkish to describe the recited poetry 

used to accompany it). The basic argument here that these ritual forms should be 

understood as something other than “music” is a well-established point in musicological 

writing about Islam, described by Kristina Nelson as “the samā‘ polemic” (1985; 

samā‘ means “audition” or “hearing” in Arabic). But what I find striking here is not simply 

that these congregations share views with other Muslims about what constitutes “music,” 

but that they are forging a language to discuss this issue in German and then going out and 

engaging pedagogically with locals in a kind of street ethnomusicology. As such, their 
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handbills are not merely informational, but a kind of intellectual remediation about sound. 

And they also represent an ongoing, repeated effort to educate their neighbors every year. 

Indeed, these kinds of explanations—especially that the march was a religious procession 

and not a political demonstration—was a key component of the congregation’s original 

discussions with municipal offices. 

Secondly, the question of locality plays a repeated and important role here. The first 

sentence is instructive: “What you see passing before you here in Berlin…” The event was, in 

many ways, entirely local: these sheets were simply handed out along the route—a kind of 

“old media” remediation in the age of the digital. They do not exist online or in any other 

accessible format to my knowledge. The handbill functions like a paper-based captioning of 

in-person events, inverting the usual mediating power of, say, documentary film, where 

those being watched/observed are subject to the mediating descriptions of the 

ethnographer (as in this account I am writing here). Here, participants offer the first 

interpretation of events—but only to those who happen to be on the street in person at 

precisely that time. And yet this intense feeling of presence and locality is also profoundly 

translocal, entangling a particular Kiez or neighborhood in Berlin with the events of Karbala 

and, implicitly through the life histories of participants, with South Asia and the Middle East. 

Finally, the question of memory acts as a recurring theme throughout the document, 

and one that implicitly ties together the previous two aspects (music/sound and locality). 

The group’s desire here is to call certain acts to memory (and also to share them in the first 

place). Karbala itself is a memento or token of the history of justice. The “emblem in the 

shape of a right hand” And crucially, the entire procession is meant to fuse the past with the 

present as a prayer or meditation (Andacht). Finally, although the text of the nauḥa 

lamentations are not mentioned, they clearly serve as an explicit, textual reminder of the 
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tragedy of Karbala. When recited in the context of migration and displacement as in Berlin, 

the musical/sonic aspects of these texts articulate a strong sense of individual and cultural 

memory bound up in those places. As one participant told me, “We do this so our children 

will remember where we come from and how to stand up for justice here.” Memory thus 

becomes a kind of sonic process in its own right, with these processions remediating not 

only urban space but also how cultural memory is transmitted from one generation to 

another—especially within that very urban space. 

As a participant-observer, I was struck by several other aspects of sound and space in 

the procession, especially the pacing of movement. As I noted above, the question of 

passage through space is crucial in thinking about a public procession. Are participants 

walking briskly? Marching? Taking their time? How often (if at all) do they stop? Just as 

Walter Benjamin and Franz Hessel imagined flânerie as a very particular form of sensory 

walking, so too is a public procession, despite the ostensibly different aims of flânerie and 

an Ashura procession. In the case of Ashura, the procession is a punctuated flow: the groups 

walked a short distance (ca. 100 meters) and then stopped to engage in more intensive sine-

zani breast-beating. Street corners, which often included slightly more space, were 

especially useful for these more intensive moments of mourning (see Figure 3). An 

important consequence of this start-and-stop pacing was that several sites became 

impromptu stages for micro-performances of these rituals, each with its own particular feel, 

depending on the urban and architectural affordances at hand.  

These stops were planned in advance, coordinated with the police and local 

authorities for reasons of public space and with the reciters in the group to plan their poetic 

repertoire.7 For instance, each group stopped at a particularly open space just over the 

Panke River, giving them a larger space that enabled more emphatic bodily movements. 
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Street corners are especially carefully planned, due to the larger space they offer. Each 

group also stopped at the busy intersection of Soldiner Strasse and Prinzenallee, lingering in 

front of the entrance of a large Penny supermarket. This stop created a fairly intensive set of 

interactions with passers-by (with lots of handbills distributed), drawing attention to the 

contrast between the procession’s deep, anguished encounter with religious history and the 

mundane commerce of a Wednesday afternoon in October. At the final corner of the 

procession route, the congregation recited the Ziyarat Ashura, a particular prayer 

commemorating Husayn’s martyrdom.  

These stops both took advantage of and reconfigured existing city infrastructure and 

its various cultural strata. For instance, the corner of Prinzenallee and Osloer Strasse offered 

one of the most publicly visible sites for matem, sitting at a major intersection (see Figure 

4). Drivers stopped at the traffic light rolled down their windows to look and listen. A “Curry 

& Chili” street food stand served as a sidewalk backdrop to the ritual, and a city tramway 

audibly ran behind it. In his theorizing of the city, Kittler highlights some of these 

networks—roads, intersections, public transit, flows and routing of people and 

information—and suggests that these are crucial for preserving and circulating not just 

bodies or machines but also cultural memory (1996, 722). And sometimes these data 

transfers are quite literal, as when I joined up with some members of the Anjuman-e-Jafaria 

at an internet café on Soldiner Strasse to share my video footage. But these Ashura 

remediations assiduously remind would-be theorists of the city-as-medium that the sensory 

permutations of the city and its memory are constantly being renegotiated, often with 

migrant groups at the forefront of such shifts. 
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Figure 4. The Anjuman-e-Jafaria group at the corner of Prinzenallee and Osloer Strasse with street 

food Imbiss and Berlin tramway in background, along with pedestrian spectators 

 

Thus it should come as no surprise that the staging areas along the procession route 

also highlighted the performance of racial and cultural difference between the South Asian 

and Lebanese participants and those spectators gathered around, including both ethnic 

Germans and people of Turkish background. For many in both groups—the large majority of 

Turkish citizens identify as Sunni—this event clearly proved baffling, as evidenced by their 

own (audible) side conversations. I was stopped several times by people along the street—I 

presume because I am a white person and was clearly moving with the group, giving me a 

gentle mix of being accessible (even though my German was certainly worse than many of 

the Berlin-born participants) and knowledgeable (or at least knowledgeable enough). More 

to the point, these moments of staging remediated the urban landscape, reshaping the 

constraints of bridge architecture, pavement patterns, and commercial zoning into channels 

for sonic commemoration and transmission. 
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Another key aspect was the performative use of audio and audiovisual technologies. 

The handbill points to laments and the hand-emblem of the Ahl al-Bayt, or the People of the 

House (of the Prophet). In addition to this, each group had other signs, often with slogans in 

Arabic hailing Husayn and his companions. But even more significantly, each group had its 

own portable megaphone for amplification. This not only allowed them to recite laments at 

a greater volume, it also re-established an immediate sonic hierarchy, present at all the 

gatherings inside the mosque (which also use microphones): one person or a small group 

leads the event and decides the poetic repertoire, while others participate with a kind of 

call/response vocal approach. Some reciters were clearly more adept/experienced with the 

megaphones, while others struggled to keep the amplification button engaged while 

reciting.8 Additionally, some reciters were more attuned to the amplification afforded by 

architecture along the way. The Parachinar group took particular advantage of the strong 

reflections off an overhanging balcony on Soldiner Strasse near Koloniestrasse to intensify 

their chants.9 This combination of electrical and architectural resonance created a prime—if 

fleeting—opportunity for sonic remediation.  

Lastly, the entire event lent itself to very particular performances of gender. The 

South Asian group only included men throughout the 10 days of gatherings because of 

limitations on space within the mosque. Many wore tank-tops or even went shirtless, with 

several striking their chests until they drew blood.10 In contrast, the Lebanese congregation 

included many families, so that a large group of women followed behind the main group of 

Lebanese men.11 These women, not entirely unlike myself as ethnographer, took on roles 

that performed a kind of participant-observation: they too recited (quietly) and beat their 

chests (less emphatically), but when the group stopped and the men intensified their 

laments, the women gathered around them in a more spectatorial capacity. And indeed, on 
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several occasions (including just as we passed the aforementioned bridge), many of the 

women took out phones to document and share the event, yet another form of more 

explicit remediation (see Figure 5). 

Figure 5. Selfie-sticks and smartphones as tools of sacred remediation and self-documentation as the 

Lebanese congregation passes over the Panke River.  

 

Conclusion: ‘Alī Asghar (Loudly!) in Kars 

The videos recorded by these Lebanese-Berliner women highlight still other layers of 

(re)mediation embedded in these practices of sonic passage. Indeed, I myself noticed their 

phones largely because, I too was filming—and sometimes being filmed. Seyyid Taleh 

posted a video on Instagram, showing the two of us standing together in the mosque, 

adding the comment (following his recorded speech closely): “This guy came from America 

to our majlis gatherings in Berlin, Germany. He was here on the first day and was a really 

good person… He’s researching the Islamic faith and madhhab (denominations). Inshallah 

he will become a Shi‘a and follower of the 12 imams. He really liked my voice :) He 
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understands Turkish and I speak Turkish” (October 6, 2016). I still occasionally receive 

comments from friends who have seen the post. While I have generally considered the 

notion of remediation here as a kind of reshaping of the urban through sonic and spatial 

practices, this process takes place in a more obviously mediatized way through technical 

devices used by these congregations, myself, and passersby, including smartphones, 

megaphones, and other recording equipment. Unsurprisingly, I am not the only person to 

have documented such events audiovisually.12  

Figure 6. Livestreaming a driving procession in Kars, Turkey on the eve of Ashura, October 2017 

 

To conclude, I return to calendars: 355 days (or one lunar year) after the Ashura 

procession through Berlin-Wedding, I found myself walking alongside another Ashura 

procession in Kars, Turkey. The night before (Tasua/Tāsu‘ā’), I rode in a car convoy around 

town, following a massive soundtruck stacked with loudspeakers—and livestreamed online 

(see Figure 6). The next morning, instead of a few dozen participants with handheld 

megaphones beating their breasts for 90 minutes, hundreds of Azeri Caferi were striking 

their backs with chains, marching for most of the day to the rhythms of sinezen audio 
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recordings blaring from the soundtruck, playing back tracks like Ekber Babazade’s lament for 

‘Alī Asghar, “Ali Lay Lay, Gülüm Lay Lay” (“Oh Ali, Oh My Rose!”). I regularly seek out loud 

sounds in my research, but can’t recall ever hearing anything as intensely loud as standing 

next to that soundtruck in Kars.13 The procession concluded at the entrance of the Asri 

cemetery, followed by some recitations for the recently-deceased inside the cemetery. 

From well within the cemetery, we could still hear the loudspeakers on the soundtruck 

blaring. As we exited the cemetery, I asked a young man, Hasan, if he found it at all 

discordant or disruptive to have such intensely loud audio as part of the procession, 

especially given the repetition of the lament for the infant ‘Alī Asghar and our current 

cemetery visit. He told me he found it quite moving and powerful. When he asked me in 

turn, I confessed I found the audio physically painful. He reflected for a moment then told 

me, “Well, maybe so. But Karbala was nothing but pain. That’s why we marched through the 

city today.” Procession, (loud) sound, urban space, and constraint—as power and pain: 

Hasan’s comments sum up all the themes I discuss here. Whether in Berlin or Turkey, these 

congregations and individuals mobilize Karbala through sound and urban procession.  
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